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The linear theory of electromagnetic radiation from a backward-wave oscillator with a plasma-filled,

sinusoidally corrugated waveguide driven by a relativistic electron beam has been derived and analyzed

numerically. The presence of plasma can cause a substantial increase in the spatial growth rate of the

absolute instability. For high plasma densities, however, the absolute instability is suppressed and only

the convective instability remains. The predicted radiation enhancement can be attributed to a decrease

in the group velocity of the backward wave in the presence of a plasma.

PACS numbers: 52.40.-w, 41.80.Ee, 52.25.Sw, 85.10.Jz

In recent years, a dramatic resurgence in research ac-

tivities on relativistic electronics for high-power mi-

crowave sources has been taking place all over the world,

driven by the development of new technologies and the

requirements of present and future applications. Gyro-

trons and free-electron lasers are examples of such new

devices. The backward-wave oscillator (BWO) driven

by an intense relativistic electron beam is another mi-

crowave source on which research has been conducted

primarily in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. for the last fifteen

years.　Previously, gas-filled BWOs were observed to

yield signi丘cant microwave output power at A'-band ire-

quencies. -　Recently, however, considerable increases in

both the output power and the efficiency of a BWO due

to plasma injection from an external plasma gun have

been observed. 10 Lin and Chenll have recently reported

numerical simulations of the experiments, although they

assumed an artificial periodic boundary condition in the

axial direction which did not correspond to the expen-

ments. They reported that a parametric beam-plasma

wave interaction could not be the dominant mechanism

for the e爪ciency enhancement and that the enhancement

could be attributed to a decrease in the phase velocity of

the most unstable beam mode in the presence of a back-

ground plasma. In order to understand analytically the

physical reason for the observed enhancement, we have

developed a linear theory of the beam-plasma interaction

and have analyzed numerically the absolute instability

in plasma-filled BWOs.

First, we consider an infinitely long axisymmetnc

waveguide, i.e., slow-wave structure, whose wall radius

varies with the axial coordinate z according to Ryz)

・Ro+hcosikoz), where k0-2K/zo. Here Rq, h, and zq

are, respectively, the average waveguide radius, the am-

plitude of corrugation, and its period. A uniform, cold,

and colhsionless plasma with density Np is assumed to be

present, and a beam with uniform electron density Nb, a

longitudinal velocity v, and radius Rb < Ro-h is present

in the slow-wave structure. An in丘nitely strong external

magnetic field which con伝nes electron motion to be

strictly along the field lines is applied in the axial direc-

tion z. We have obtained the linear dispersion relation

D(k,co) -0 for the symmetric TM modes with丘eld com-

ponents Er, Ez, and Be.　Here, D is the value of the

determinant of a matrix for which the element of the

mth column and nth row, Dmn, is given by

A similar expression for Ciサn holds, with Jq replaced

by No in Cmn given by (2). Here, we have assumed a

phase factor exp卜i(o)t-knz)] for time and spatial
variations of the rf electric fields, and the other notations

are standard. We confine our analysis here to the case of

the high-frequency electromagnetic TMoi mode with

(o> (op. Our dispersion relation (1) tends to previously
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obtainedresults4'5inthelimitofsmallα.

Thefollowingparameters9*10areadoptedunless

specifiedotherwise;therelativisticfactorγ-2.23,Ro

=1.445cm,Rb=0.9cm,h-0.445cm,zo-1.67cm,
andNb-2.09×101cmJ.TheplasmadensityNpis

consideredtobeavariable.Fortheseparameters,we

mustcalculatea9×9determinantequation,withthe

termsuptotheorderofalOin(2),toobtainl%numeri-

calaccuracyinperiodicityfortwoperiodsofwavenum-

ber*0.

Thespatialgrowthrateisamorepracticalmeasureof

thestrengthofinstabilitiesthanisthetemporalgrowth

rate,aswillbediscussedlaterindetail.Therecanbe

manyrootsofD(k,co)-0thathavecomplexk-kr+iki

forareal(O.Inordertosortoutthespatiallygrowing

wavesofconvectiveandabsoluteinstabilitiesfromother

rootsofevanescentorstablewaves,wedeformthepath

ofintegrationintheinverseLaplacetransformationin

thecomplex血)-cor+icoiplanedownwardtothereal

axis.Ifkihasdifferentsignswhenco,-takesalargeposi-

tivevalueandzero,thenthewaveisconvectivelyunsta-

ble;otherwise,itisanevanescentwave.Ifthedeforma-

tionofthepathofintegrationtowardstherealaxisis

preventedbymergingoftworoots(saddlepoint)for

somepositiveo>,-frombothsidesofthekhalfplanes,

thentheinstabilityisabsolutewhichcorrespondstoa

BWO.Ingeneral,coandkatthesaddlepointareboth
complex12'14(k∫-krs+iki∫<サs-(Ors+icois),andtheab-

soluteinstabilitycauseselectromagneticradiationfrom

anin丘nitelylongslow-wavestructureevenifafeedback

mechanismdoesnotexist.Thespatialgrowthratekjs

andtherealpartkrsofthewavenumberatthesaddle

pointversusNpareplottedinFig.1(a),whilethetem-

poralgrowthrateQ)is/2Kandtheoscillationfrequency

a)〟/2万areshowninFig.1(b).AsNpincreasesthesad-

diepointgoesdown,andthespatialgrowthrateis

enhanced.Asthepointmovesintothe叫<Oregionas

showninFig.1(b),theabsoluteinstabilitydisappears

suddenlyandonlytheconvectiveinstabilitiescontinueto

existforexceedinglylargeNp.Theseconvectiveinsta-

bilities【correspondingtoaplasmatraveling-wavetube

(TWT)】cannotgiverisetoanyradiationunlessafeed-

backmechanismexistsintheslow-wavestructure.The

maximumspatialgrowthrateskimforo>,=Oareamea-

sureoftheamplificationintheplasmaBWOandare
showninFig.1(a).Thegroupvelocity,15approximately

givenbycois/kjs,andthephasevelocityα>rs/krsvsNpare

showninFig.2foranin丘nitelylong(L-)plasma-

loaded,slow-wavestructure.Theabsolutevalueofthe

groupvelocitydecreaseswithNpwhilethephasevelocity

slightlyincreaseswithNp.Thegroupvelocity,however,

changesdirectionandbecomespositiveforplasmadensi-
tyNp>1.6×1012cm~asshowninFig.2(solidcir-

cles),inwhichcasethesystemworksasaplasmaTWT

{a-
,<0),becausethewaveisstillgrowingspatially.
Inourlineartheory,theoutputradiationispropor-

tionaltoexp(20)/J/),wheretistheinteractiontimebe-
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FIG. 1. (a) The spatial growth rate ki,, the real part krs, at

the saddle point, and the maximum spatial growth rate for

Im(<y)-0, kim, vs plasma density Np. (b) Temporal growth

rate (oi一/2万0scillation frequency (ors/2n, at the saddle point,

and plasma frequency (op/2n vs Np.

tween the beam and the backward wave. In real experi-

ments, the interaction time J≫1 nsec is given by the

ratio of a finite L and the group velocity. Then,

exp(2a)jst)-Q¥p(2kiSL)≫1. The increase in ktJwith

〃〝 as shown in Fig. 1(a) may thus enhance the radia-

tion. This is the reason why the spatial growth rate kis is

a more practical and critical measure of the instabilities

than the temporal growth rate血)js/2n for a slow-wave

structure with finite axial length. The predicted en-

hancement can be attributed to an increase in the in-

teraction time, i.e., a decrease in the group velocity of

the backward wave. As shown in Fig. 1(a), our result

predicts linear enhancement for values of Np 1 order

greater than that observed in Ref. 1 1.

In order to elucidate the physical meaning of the radi-

ation enhancement, the maximum spatial growth rate

him of the plasma BWO in the limit of small a has been

analyzed in a qualitative way. The procedure used here

is not very different from that in Ref. ll. A 2×2 deter-

minant equation D(k,a)-0, with　-l<m,/t≦0, is

used, and only the terms up to order α are taken into ac-

count in (2). We assume that the beam term in Xn [see

Eq. (2)1 is small, and the spatial growth rate (ey, -0) at

the intersection of the beam space-charge wave (0-kv
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FIG. 2. Phase and group velocities of the plasma-loaded

slow-wave structure in the case of L -∞ vs Np, shown, respec-

tively, by solid and open circles. Those for a slow-wave struc-

ture with finite axial length L-16.7 cm are shown by thin

lines.

and the backward wave Y¥-2.405 is calculated. The

伝nal dispersion relation results in a quartic equation. It

must be emphasized here that the previous analytical re-

suit for y^>1 gives no enhanced growth rates for the

parameters in the experiments・　with　γ-2.23. The

spatial growth rate versus Np calculated from the quartic

equation is shown in Fig. 3. A resonant increase in the

spatial growth rates is found and the result is qualitative-

ly similar to kim in Fig. 1(a). If one ignores the fourth-

order term in the quartic equation assuming that it is

small, the peak in Fig. 3 goes to infinity at kr-ko and at

the cuto汀frequency, where the group velocity of the

backward wave is zero. The decrease in the group veloc-

ity enhances the interaction between the backward wave

and the beam. This is the physical reason for the

enhanced radiation from the plasma BWO predicted in

the present analysis. The temporal growth rate (kj -0)

which corresponds to <u,∫/In in Fig. 1(b) has also been

calculated in the same 2×2 determinant equation, and

the result is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 3. It should

be noted that the temporal growth rate is zero for

yvp> 1.7xl012cm-3

So far we have treated an in丘nitely long slow-wave

structure. For a丘nite-length device, different modes

may be linked. In our analysis we considered four

modes-two structure modes (forward and backward

TMqi) and two beam space-charge modes (four roots in

the dispersion relation). The oscillation is affected by

the reflection coe爪cients R¥ and Ri at both ends.1 The

oscillation does not occur at the ks of the saddle point,

but at a growing root k+ near ks, where k+ is found

PLASMA DENSITY Np(xl010cm-3 )

FIG. 3. Simplified theoretical result of the maximum spatial

growth rate (solid curve) for Im(a>) -0 normalized to the vac-

uum case vs plasma density Np; Nb -5.15×1010cm~　　=0.1,

and other parameters are the same as those in Figs. 1 and 2.

The maximum temporal growth rates for lm(k) -0 normalized

to the vacuum case are also shown by the dashed curve.

from the following simultaneous equations:

D(k+,co)-0, D(k++牀,a))-O,

牀-k- -k+--27tN/L-i¥n(R)/L ,

R-R¥R2¥, andN-±1,±2,..‥

Here, k - is the evanescent root propagating in the oppo-

site direction to k+ in order to feed back the oscillation

energy to the original position. In this work, we neglect

mode conversion at both ends and consider only the

growing wave with highest growth rate fc+ and the

evanescent wave with smallest damping rate k - because

the main contribution comes from these two waves.

Note that, to have oscillation, in addition to叫>0, the

spatial growth rate Im(A:+) must surpass the spatial

damping rate Im(fc-), because R < 1.0. This imposes

an additional restriction to backward-wave oscillation.

We do not find k+ in the case of convective instabilities.

The phase and group velocities for L-16.7 cm and

R-1.0 are shown in Fig. 2. The thin line for phase ve-

locity denotes the physical solutions which change from

N--1 to TV-1 as A^, increases. The plasma BWOs

will not operate (to,- <0) for L and R less than the criti-

cal values for given Np and TV*,.

In conclusion, we present a small-signal-gain calcula-

tion for a plasma-loaded slow-wave structure immersed

in an infinitely large axial magnetic丘eld for frequencies

co>(op. It was found that the presence of the plasma

modi丘es both the dispersion relation and the nature of

the vacuum linear instability. For low plasma densities,

the instability is absolute. For large plasma densities,

the group velocity changes sign, in which case the insta-

bility became convective. The present analysis predicts a

considerable increase both in the spatial growth rate and

in the oscillation frequency with increased Np [Fig.

1(b)]. The saturated levels and e爪ciencies of plasma
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BWOs are beyond the scope of the present linear

analysis. Nonlinear calculations are underway.
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